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New: the first sun lotion
that does also protect against jellyfish.
Superb creme from Israel gives more swimming fun
to all sunbathers.
No more fear from jellyfish. Over ten years have israeli scientists researched. Then they
developed the new formula for stress less sunbathing. The active substance for this specific
sun protection has been imitated according to the secretion of the motley clownfish.
It is contained in „Sonnen+Quallenschutz Canea“ for the first time and it is only available
at pharmacies. This substance effects like a protective shield against nearly all sorts of
jellyfish (not yet tested against bluebottle and box jellyfish) and it is exceptionally kind for the
skin. Furthermore it prevents the development of swimming dermatitis which is caused by the
vermicular grubs of trematodes.
Jellyfishes are cnidarians. All in all there are over 300 different species. If big or small, red,
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yellow, white or violet – the ones are more harmless the others less. At the ends of their
tentacles, the capillary arms, they have small so called cannons whose pikes are sprangled
with barbs. When touched they invade the skin and release a substance that causes strong
irritations und symptoms like burns.
The beautiful clownfish is coated with a natural protection film that prevents jellyfish attacks.
This knowledge got israeli oceanographer Amit Lotan and his wife, molecular biologist
Tamer Lotan up to the idea to develop a creme for swimming tourists out of the secretion of
the clownfish. After long lasting analyses both scientists succeeded to produce a substance
that has a similar protective effect. This new active substance blocks that mechanism whereby
the jellyfish injects the poison into its victim's skin.
The new sun lotion is available with sun protection factor 15 and 30.
Application: Adults and children over 1 year of age. Coat the skin amply about 10 minutes
before sunbathing or swimming. If necessary also under the swimsuit. It is recommended to
put on „Quallen- und Sonnenschutz Canea“ again after longer swimming. Do apply only
externally. Do not mix with other sun protection products. Avoid eye contact.
„ Sonnen + Quallenschutz Canea“ SPF 30, 118 ml, € 16,50
Available at pharmacies only.
Pharmacy order numbers: 0324263 and 0324286.
Manufacturer: Canea Pharma GmbH.
Text print free of charge when mentioning
„Sonnen+ Quallenschutz Canea“ and pharmacy.
Voucher copy requested to: Kroll Press Agency,
Fontenay-Allee 3, 20354 Hamburg
Phone: +49 (0)40 45036340.
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